Wednesday, November 11 • 6–8 pm

William Clare Roberts, McGill University
Science, Rhetoric, and Structure in Capital

Please register in advance to receive the Zoom link here:
https://yale.zoom.us/meeting/register/JEcOyqqTilHTNk_1pWMxRtNYSUWLVQLYZ
If you have any difficulties registering for the talk via Zoom, contact Leana at leana.hirschfeld-kroen@yale.edu

William Clare Roberts teaches political theory at McGill University. He is the author of *Marx's Inferno: The Political Theory of “Capital”* (2018), which won the Isaac and Tamara Deutscher Memorial Prize.

The Franke Lectures are made possible by the generosity of Richard and Barbara Franke, and are intended to present important topics in the Humanities to a wide and general audience.